Quantified Hole Concentration in AlGaN Nanowires for High-Performance Ultraviolet Emitters
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P-type doping in wide bandgap and new classes of ultra-wide bandgap materials has long been a scientific and engineering problem. The challenges arise from the large activation energy of dopants and high densities of dislocations in materials. We report here, a significantly enhanced p-type conduction using high-quality AlGaN nanowires. For the first time, the hole concentration in Mg-doped AlGaN nanowires is quantified. The incorporation of Mg into AlGaN was verified by correlation with photoluminescence and Raman measurements. The open-circuit potential measurements further confirmed the p-type conductivity; while Mott-Schottky experiments measured a hole concentration of $1.3 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$. These results from photoelectrochemical measurements allow us to design prototype ultraviolet (UV) light-emitting diodes (LEDs) incorporating the AlGaN quantum-disks-in-nanowire and optimized p-type AlGaN contact layer for UV-transparency. The ~335-nm LEDs exhibited a low turn-on voltage of 5 V with a series resistance of 32 $\Omega$, due to the efficient p-type doping of the AlGaN nanowires. The bias-dependent Raman measurements further revealed the negligible self-heating of devices. This study provides an attractive solution to evaluate electrical properties of AlGaN, which is applicable to other wide bandgap nanostructures. Our results are expected to open doors to new applications for wide and ultra-wide bandgap materials.

Introduction

Ultraviolet (UV)-light sources, especially group III nitride-based UV-light emitters, have attracted interest due to their applications in dermatology, water purification, and solid-state lighting, which can replace non-environmental-friendly gas lasers and mercury lamps. Because of the lack of low-cost, native substrates, AlGaN-based UV light-emitting diodes (LEDs) are typically grown on sapphire substrates. The lattice and thermal mismatches induce a high dislocation density in AlGaN materials. Additionally, the formation of ohmic contacts to p-type materials is problematic, and the current injection efficiency of UV LEDs is limited due to the high ionization energy of the Mg acceptors, low hole concentration of AlGaN, and difficulty in obtaining metals with low Schottky barriers. The light extraction efficiency is also limited by the absorption of the p-GaN contact layer used in the structure.

The GaN:Mg p-type contact layer when replaced with UV-transparent AlGaN:Mg resulted in an increase in the operating voltage due to the low hole concentration. Furthermore, the low conductivity of the AlGaN layer in UV LEDs leads to severe junction heating. Since the lifetime and efficiency of LEDs decrease as the junction temperature increases, their resistive heating must be reduced while heat dissipation must be improved. Apparently, the p-type doping is one of major issues limiting the performance of UV LEDs.

Recently, group III-nitride nanowire devices have shown advantages over conventional planar devices, such as dislocation-free material growth on low-cost substrates, a relaxed strain and reduced polarization field, and enhanced extraction of the transverse magnetic (TM)-polarized photons for UV LEDs. Moreover, the Mg-dopant incorporation in nanowires is more efficient because of the lower formation energy. The internal electrical field from N-polar nitride nanowires grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) can also enhance hole injection. In this regard, Al(Ga)N-based UV LEDs, UV random lasers, photodetectors, and single photon sources have been demonstrated. To take advantage of the benefits of nanowire in devices, the doping level and electrical properties of AlGaN nanowire array must be characterized. Various methods have been developed for single nanowires, such as Hall effect, field effect transistor, and photoconductivity measurements. However, these measurements involve challenging processing procedures. Moreover, the composition and doping fluctuations in/between AlGaN nanowires strongly influence the electrical properties of the nanowire array.

The hole concentration in nanowire arrays is...
is typically estimated using a planar GaN:Mg epilayer as a
reference. However, a discrepancy exists between the estimated
and actual values because of different morphologies and growth
conditions. Photoelectrochemical (PEC) measurements of GaN
nanowires directly provide an average value of charge carrier
concentration for the entire nanowire ensemble. However, to the
best of our knowledge, the carrier concentrations of AlGaN
nanowires, especially the hole concentration, which are essential
for UV emitters, have not been examined and reported.
Additionally, nanowires grown on bulk-metal substrates platform
has been proven to dissipate the heat effectively, which is highly
desirable to devices based on potentially resistive AlGaN
materials.

Here, we systematically investigated the p-type doping and hole
concentration of AlGaN nanowires monolithically grown on
molybdenum (Mo) substrates for the first time. The incorporation
of Mg was confirmed by the donor-bound exciton (D\textsuperscript{0}X)
and donor-acceptor pair (DAP) peaks in the photoluminescence (PL)
spectra of AlGaN nanowires, especially the hole concentration, which are essential
for UV emitters, have not been examined and reported. Additionally, nanowires grown on bulk-metal substrates platform
has been proven to dissipate the heat effectively, which is highly desirable to devices based on potentially resistive AlGaN
materials.

Moreover, by cross calibrating MBE growth conditions with
hole concentration from Mott-Schottky measurements, we managed to replace GaN:Mg p-type contact layer of UV-emitting AlGaN nanowires-LEDs using UV-transparent AlGaN:Mg with optimized p-type doping, while keeping a low turn-on voltage. The AlGaN/AlGaN quantum-disks (Qdisks)-in-nanowire, core-shell UV LEDs were epitaxially grown on Mo substrates, which provides three-dimensional carriers confinement. The LEDs emit at ~335 nm and exhibit a low turn-on voltage of 5 V and a series resistance of 32 Ω, which are attributed to the high crystal quality and low holes activation energy, i.e., the efficient p-type doping of the AlGaN nanowires. The bias-dependent Raman measurements (up to 10 V) further revealed the low self-heating of the designed device structure on our metal heat-sink platform. The results presented herein provide an important strategy for accurately evaluating the electrical properties of wide-bandgap nanowire materials and designing nanoscale devices. The combined metal platform and PEC technique are expected to open doors to practical application of ultra-wide bandgap nitride and oxides which are rapidly developing.

Experimental

Nanowire and UV LEDs growth The p-type AlGaN nanowires and
UV LEDs on Mo substrates were grown using a Veeco Gen 930 plasma-assisted MBE system similar to that in our previous reports. Before loading into MBE chambers, the 1 cm × 1 cm × 0.05 cm Mo substrates were coated with a 500-nm layer of Ti using an electron beam evaporator. The p-type AlGaN nanowires were grown at 560 °C with T\textsubscript{Mg} between 280 and 440 °C, which is a relatively low growth temperature to enhance the Mg incorporation. An intrinsic AlGaN nanowire sample was also grown at the same temperature for comparison. For the UV LEDs, an 80-nm-thick layer of n-type GaN was grown and followed by n-type Al\textsubscript{0.15}Ga\textsubscript{0.85}N (~5 nm) and n-type Al\textsubscript{0.3}Ga\textsubscript{0.7}N (~50 nm) for confinement, 15 Al\textsubscript{0.15}Ga\textsubscript{0.85}N-disks (~1.6 nm) separated by Al\textsubscript{0.3}Ga\textsubscript{0.7}N barriers (~6 nm), and p-type Al\textsubscript{0.3}Ga\textsubscript{0.7}N (~50 nm) grown at an elevated temperature. The device structure was completed by a p-Al\textsubscript{0.15}Ga\textsubscript{0.85}N layer (~20 nm) grown at 560 °C for p-contact to avoid absorption loss. Different fluxes were used to achieve the composition required.

Nanowire characterization After the growth, the surface morphologies and crystal quality of the nanowires were characterized using an FEI Magellan FEG field-emission scanning electron microscope (SEM) and a Bruker D8 X-ray diffraction (XRD) instrument with a Cu Kα source. The PL was measured at room temperature (RT) and 77 K using a 266-nm pulsed laser (SNU-20F-100) for excitation to obtain the emission wavelength of the AlGaN nanowires and Qdisks. Raman measurements were carried out on a Horiba Jobin Yvon micro-Raman system using a 473-nm laser for excitation in the backscattering geometry. The PEC characterizations of the Mg-doped AlGaN nanowires were performed in a three-electrode cell using the AlGaN nanowires as the working electrode and Pt mesh as the counter electrode with a Ag/AgCl reference electrode (E\textsubscript{ref} = +200 mV versus the normal hydrogen electrode) in a 1 M H\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4} electrolyte solution. A solar simulator equipped with a Xe-lamp and an AM 1.5 G filter was used to simulate sun-light illumination during the OCP measurements. Mott-Schottky measurements were performed under dark conditions using a potentiostat with a 10 mV amplitude and a wide frequency range from 1 mHz to 10 kHz. For the sake of accuracy, the PEC experiments were repeated with five different samples, and the average value was taken with reasonable statistical errors considering the geometry fluctuation of the nanowire arrays. To evaluate the structure of the nanowire UV LEDs, we prepared a cross-sectional transmission electron microscope (TEM) sample using an FEI Helios Nanolab 400 s-FIB/SEM. The structural and chemical integrities of the nanowires were investigated by high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) and electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) using a probe-corrected FEI Titan operating at 200 kV. The carrier confinement in the nanowire UV LED structure was modeled using NEXTNANO\textsuperscript{3}, which is a commercially available software.

Device fabrication and test Nanowire UV LEDs were fabricated and tested. In contrast to our reported InGaN/GaN nanowire LEDs, we directly placed 5 nm Ni/5 nm Au on the nanowire top surface to form a p-contact using a tilted-angle deposition technique. The light power-current-voltage (L-I-V) characteristics and EL spectra of the UV LEDs were measured under DC injection using a system integrated with a Keithley 2400 source meter, a Newport power meter (Model 2936-C), and an Ocean Optics QE Pro spectrometer. The light output power from the top of the UV LEDs was measured through a UV objective using a Si photodiode connected to the Newport power meter. The current-dependent micro-Raman measurements were carried out using a 785-nm laser in a backscattering geometry to evaluate the junction heating during
operation using the AlGaN E\textsubscript{2} high-frequency mode Raman peak shift, E\textsubscript{2}(high).

Results and Discussion

The SEM images of the Al\textsubscript{0.15}Ga\textsubscript{0.85}N nanowires grown with different Mg effusion cell temperatures (T\textsubscript{Mg}) are shown in Fig. 1(a-c). The incorporation of Mg clearly leads to the lateral growth of the nanowires and coalescence between adjacent AlGaN nanowires.\textsuperscript{46, 47} For the highly doped nanowires with T\textsubscript{Mg} of 400 and 440 °C, the morphology completely deteriorated, and a quasi-AlGaN layer formed (Fig. S1, Supporting Information). Fig. 1(d) shows the 10 K PL spectra of the intrinsic AlGaN nanowires and the doped nanowires with different T\textsubscript{Mg} values. The PL spectrum for the intrinsic AlGaN nanowires is dominated by the D\textsuperscript{0}X peak at 333 nm. In the spectrum for the doped AlGaN nanowires with T\textsubscript{Mg} values from 280 to 360 °C, another low-energy peak appears at 382 nm, which is attributed to the DAP transition between the shallow Mg acceptor states and the V\textsubscript{Ga}-related deep donor states.\textsuperscript{39} For the highly doped AlGaN nanowires with T\textsubscript{Mg} values of 400 and 440 °C, the D\textsuperscript{0}X peak disappears, the DAP peak slightly redshifts, and a broad peak emerges at approximately 500 nm, which is related to the yellow defect luminescence. Moreover, the RT PL was completely quenched in the highly doped AlGaN nanowires (Fig. S2(a), Supporting Information) due to the degraded crystal quality from the coalescence (see Fig. 1(c)) and the formation of twins and stacking faults.\textsuperscript{47, 49}

Fig. 1(e) and (f) show the Raman spectra of the Al\textsubscript{0.15}Ga\textsubscript{0.85}N nanowires. The E\textsubscript{2} high-frequency mode, E\textsubscript{2}(high), at 567 cm\textsuperscript{-1} was observed for all the samples. With the Mg doping, the E\textsubscript{2}(high) mode intensities decreased and the with full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) increased due to the degraded material quality of the coalesced AlGaN nanowires.\textsuperscript{50} The longitudinal optical (LO) phonon mode A\textsubscript{1g}(LO) at 752 cm\textsuperscript{-1} was dominant when the T\textsubscript{Mg} value was higher than 360 °C because the light is backscattered from the quasi-AlGaN layer c-plane surface.\textsuperscript{37} Moreover, the LVMs at 266 and 657 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, which are due to the incorporated Mg replacing the host-lattice (Ga) atom, and at 2168 and 2184 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, which are due to the Mg-H complexes or nitrogen vacancies for the MBE grown samples, are clearly observed for the nanowires doped with Mg at 360 and 400 °C (Fig. S2(b), Supporting Information).\textsuperscript{39, 51-55} When T\textsubscript{Mg} was 440 °C, the Mg-related signatures were absent, which was probably due to the different growth modes, i.e., different scattering geometry under this condition. Although we were not able to estimate the Mg concentration for the sample with T\textsubscript{Mg} = 360 °C and 400 °C using intensities of LVMs due to the lack of references for the Mg-doped AlGaN study,\textsuperscript{39} the Raman results here further affirm the substitutional Mg atoms.

To quantitatively analyze the influence of the Mg doping on the charge carrier concentration, we performed OCP and Mott-Schottky PEC measurements. Firstly, the kinetic of the free charge carriers were investigated by measuring the OCP under dark and illumination conditions. The shift in the OCP with light can indicate the conductivity type of the doped semiconductor materials. Under dark conditions, an n-type semiconductor will exhibit an upward band bending due to the transportation of the excess charge carriers from the semiconductor to the electrolyte to achieve electrochemical equilibrium. Upon illumination, the photogenerated minority charge carriers will shift the quasi-Fermi level of the electrons upward, resulting in a negative shift of the OCP. As shown in Fig. 2(a), while the intrinsic AlGaN nanowires exhibited a negative shift of the OCP, the sample doped with T\textsubscript{Mg} of 360 °C showed a positive shift, which indicated the conductivity changed from n- to p-type (Fig. S3, Supporting Information). Another method to determine the change in the conductivity type is to measure the difference in the OCP under dark and illuminated conditions. Negative values indicate n-type conductivity and positive values indicate p-type conductivity. As shown in Fig. 2(b), up to a T\textsubscript{Mg} of 320 °C, the AlGaN nanowires exhibited a negative difference in the OCP, while this difference became positive when the T\textsubscript{Mg} increased to 360 °C. The reduction in the OCP difference at T\textsubscript{Mg} values higher than 360 °C can be attributed to the crystal defects associated with increasing Mg flux, which can act as carrier trapping states to reduce the density of the photogenerated minority carriers and decrease the difference in the OCP.\textsuperscript{32} These AlGaN nanowires suffered from a severe coalescence and showed a defect-related yellow luminescence peak, as shown in Fig. 1(c) and (d).
While the OCP measurements are a direct method to determine the conductivity type of doped semiconductor materials, Mott-Schottky plots can provide a quantitative analysis of the charge carrier concentration, and these plots describe the relationship between the inverse square of the double layer capacitance and the applied potential, which is represented by the following equation:\(^1\)

\[
\frac{1}{C^2} = \frac{2}{\varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r qN_e} (E_{app} - E_{fb})
\]

where \(\varepsilon = \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r\) the relative dielectric constant of the nanowires is taken to be \(\varepsilon_0 = 8\), which is the bulk parameter of AlGaN, \(\varepsilon_r\) is the permittivity in a vacuum, \(A\) is the surface area of the sample, \(E_{app}\) is the applied potential with respect to the reference electrode (Ag/AgCl), and \(E_{fb}\) is the flat-band potential. This equation is valid for bulk or thin film electrodes that form a flat interfacial depletion layer between the space charge region in the semiconductor and the Helmholtz layer in the electrolyte. However, for nanowire structures, a spherical depletion layer will develop around the nanowire radius from the surface towards the center due to the circular geometry, which introduces significant changes to equation (1).\(^5\) Since the nanowire structure can be described as a symmetrical cylinder of radius \(R\), we can obtain, by solving the Poisson equation with cylindrical coordinates:\(^39, 57\)

\[
V_{SC} = \frac{qN_e r}{2 \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r} \left[ \frac{1}{2} (R^2 - r^2) + R^2 \ln \left( \frac{R}{r} \right) \right]
\]

where \(r\) represents the radius of the uncharged inner region of the nanowires. To consider the total volume of the tested nanowires, the total surface charge on a nanowire with a length \(L\) must be calculated by \(Q = qN_e \pi (R^2 - r^2) L\). Finally, the total capacitance of the nanowire ensemble is given by:

\[
C_{total} = \frac{2 \pi A L D_{NW}}{\ln(R/r)}
\]

Fig. 1 Plan-view SEM images of the AlGaN nanowires; (a) intrinsic, (b) \(T_{MW} = 320^\circ\)C, (c) \(T_{MW} = 400^\circ\)C. (d) 10 K PL spectra of AlGaN nanowires grown with different \(T_{MW}\) values. (e) (f) Raman spectra of the AlGaN nanowires with different \(T_{MW}\) values. The peak at 2330 cm\(^{-1}\) originates from Raman scattering by the \(N_2\) molecules in air, where \(A\) is the surface area of the sample and \(D_{NW}\) is the total density of the nanowires. The Mott-Schottky plots measured under dark conditions are depicted in Fig. 2(c). The samples with n-type conductivity have a positive slope, and those with a p-type conductivity have a negative slope. A bare p-type Si substrate was also used as a reference to verify the evaluation process by comparing results from Mott-Schottky and Hall measurements (Fig. S4(a) and (b), Supporting Information). By determining the radius, length, and density of the AlGaN nanowires from the SEM images and fitting the measured Mott-Schottky data using equations (2) and (3), the net ionized dopant density can be calculated assuming a uniform distribution of the dopant impurities within the nanowires (Fig. S5, Supporting Information). In agreement with the OCP results shown in Fig. 2(a), the AlGaN nanowires grown with \(T_{MW}\) values higher than 320 °C exhibited a p-type conductivity. This transition temperature can also be seen in the calculated net ionized dopant density values summarized in Fig. 2(d). The net ionized dopant density of the intrinsic sample was obtained as \(3.1 \times 10^{19}\) cm\(^{-3}\). Although there is no report on the carrier concentration of AlGaN nanowires, the high carrier density has been reported for GaN nanowires due to nitrogen vacancies and/or oxygen impurities.\(^50, 51\) Moreover, the oxygen atoms opt to incorporate into AlGaN rather than GaN because of the high reactivity of Al.\(^50, 61\) By introducing the Mg dopants at a low temperature (280 °C), the net ionized dopant density decreased due to the partial compensation of the unintentional n-type conductivity.\(^38\) As the temperature reached 360 °C, the net ionized dopant concentration was \(1.3 \times 10^{19}\) cm\(^{-3}\) due to the increase in the number of thermally ionized acceptors, which corresponds to the free hole density at \(R_f\).\(^57, 62\) As the \(T_{MW}\) value exceeds 360 °C, estimating the net ionized dopant density is difficult because the samples suffer from a severe coalescence, which changes the AlGaN nanowire morphology. A similar trend in the net ionized dopant concentration was observed for the Mg-doped GaN nanowires grown by PA-MBE at a higher p-type conductivity transition...
temperature of 470 °C, and this is attributed to the enhanced Mg incorporation in the high-quality AlGaN nanowires grown at low temperatures under our growth conditions.\textsuperscript{39} The formation of Mg impurity bands and the hole hopping conduction in these bands lead to the small activation energy in the nanowire structures and the higher hole concentration compared to that of the planar structures.\textsuperscript{21, 63} Apparently, we achieved a significantly improved Mg incorporation and p-type doping, due to the low growth temperature, optimized Mg doping condition, and high crystal quality of nanowires.

The optimized p-type AlGaN was incorporated into a UV LED structure as a transparent contact layer. Fig. 3(a) and (b) show the plan-view and elevation-view SEM images of the nanowire UV LEDs on Mo substrates, respectively. The vertical nanowires have a hexagonal shape with some degree of coalescence, an average length of \~400 nm, a lateral size of 100 - 170 nm, a density of \~1.1\times10^{10} cm^{-2}, and tapered from the bottoms. Fig. 3(c) shows XRD results for the initial Mo substrate, the Mo substrate with a 500-nm Ti coating, the GaN nanowires on Ti/Mo, and the nanowire UV LEDs on Ti/Mo. Polycrystalline Mo substrate related peak was not observable in the measurement range. Consistent with previous reports, the Ti coating has a preferential (0002) orientation. Because of the surface nitridation of the Ti layer before the nanowire growth, the Ti(0002) peak remained, and broad TiN(111), and GaN(0002) peaks were obtained after the GaN growth. Thus, the nanowires were grown on the TiN(111) transition layer. The AlGaN(0002) reflection for the UV LEDs was also observed. To evaluate the orientation of the nanowires on the Mo substrate, the X-ray pole figure of the (0002) AlGaN reflection was measured. As shown in Fig. 3(d), the diffracted X-ray beam intensity distributions are located in the center of the pole figure, which indicates that the c-axis of most of the AlGaN nanowires is perpendicular to the substrate and agrees with the \theta–2\theta\ scan result.\textsuperscript{64, 65} Moreover, a distribution of the tilt angles of the AlGaN nanowires with the [0002] axis is also expected because of the rough substrate surface. Fig. 3(e) shows the RT PL spectrum of the AlGaN/AlGaN Qdisks in the nanowires. Fig. 3(f) shows the schematic for the nanowire UV LEDs. The Al composition of the Qdisks was tuned to achieve a peak emission wavelength of 335 nm. The Qdisks emission has a FWHM of 17.3 nm, which is much smaller than UV devices with double heterostructures, and this is attributed to the compositional homogeneity in the nanowires, and uniform Qdisks with a strong carrier confinement, as shown in the TEM results discussed below.\textsuperscript{28, 42}
We further examined the crystal quality and structure of the nanowire UV LED on Ti/Mo using cross-sectional TEM (Fig. S6(a) and (b), Supporting Information). Fig. 4(a) shows a SEM image of the vertical nanowires, the crown-like p-AlGaN layers, Ti layers, and Mo grains from the polycrystalline Mo substrates. It is observed some nanowires grow away from the [0002] direction of the rough substrates, resulting in the intensity distribution away from the center in pole figure (see Fig. 3(d)). Fig. 4(b) shows the high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image of nanowires. The inset of Fig. 4(a) shows the selective area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of the nanowires, which confirmed their single-crystal nature and [0002] orientation. The image of the nanowires was taken along the [2-1-10] zone axis, which is parallel to the facets of the nanowires. The high crystal-quality of AlGaN nanowires also helped the Mg incorporation as discussed above. Fig. 4(c) shows the typical HAADF-STEM image of a nanowire, recorded along the same zone axis. The 1.6 nm Al_{0.14}Ga_{0.86}N Qdisks/6 nm Al_{0.3}Ga_{0.7}N barrier, which is the active region of a UV LED, AlGaN shell, and top p-AlGaN layer can be seen. The HAADF images provided the Z-contrast, and the Al_{0.14}Ga_{0.86}N Qdisks (bright color) were separated by Al_{0.3}Ga_{0.7}N barriers (dark color) (Fig. S6(c) and (d), Supporting Information), which were not affected by the defects at the roots of the nanowires. Fig. 4(d) shows the interface of GaN/transition layer/Ti layers, and the 15 nm transition layer between the GaN defect-free region and Ti was confirmed to be face-centered cubic TiN with a [111] preferred orientation according to the XRD results and previous study, where the nanowires nucleate and epitaxially grow on.\(^{50}\)

Elemental analysis was performed on the nanowires using EELS-STEM. The EELS-Si map in Fig. 4(e) shows the Ga and Al elemental distributions in the nanowires. The Ga map extracted from the Ga L\(_23\)-edge shows a lower Al composition in the AlGaN of Qdisks, while the Al map extracted from the Al K-edge shows a higher Al composition in the AlGaN barrier and Al-rich shell, which further confirmed that the AlGaN Qdisks are surrounded by the shell layer and is consistent with other reports.\(^{31}\) The formation of a lateral AlGaN shell with a progressively increasing thickness is attributed to the short diffusion length of the Al adatoms under the growth conditions,\(^{57, 68}\) and thus, AlGaN can nucleate at the top and on the facets of the nanowires, which can in situ passivate the surface states on the sidewalls of the nanowires and provide carrier confinement.\(^{35, 70}\) The formation of an asymmetric shell, as shown in Fig. 4(c), is likely due to the short diffusion lengths of the Ga and Al adatoms and a shadow effect when nanowire density is too high.\(^{71}\) The reduced strain and thin Al_{0.14}Ga_{0.86}N Qdisks lead to a large electron-hole wavefunction overlap. The calculated recombination rates in the active region show that direct radiative recombination is the dominant form of recombination. Furthermore, the decrease in the barrier height at the n-Al\(_{0.3}Ga_{0.7}N/GaN\) interfaces by incorporating an intermediate composition, thin Al\(_{0.2}Ga_{0.8}N\) layer (5 nm) can significantly enhance the carrier injection efficiency and quantum efficiency of the UV LEDs (Fig. 5, Supporting Information).

**Fig. 4** (a) SEM image of a FIB-prepared TEM lamella for the nanowire UV LEDs on Ti/Mo. (b) High-magnification TEM image of the nanowire UV LEDs on Ti/Mo substrates and the corresponding SAED pattern (inset). (c) STEM images of the tops of the nanowires, the scale bar is 10 nm. (d) HRTEM image of the interface between the nanowires and Ti, the scale bar is 5 nm. (e) The false-color Ga and Al elemental concentration maps of the nanowires and a combined elemental map with Ga in green and Al in red.

Nanowires UV LEDs incorporating optimized p-AlGaN top contact and AlGaN/AlGaN Qdisks were fabricated and characterized. Fig. 5(a) shows the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of the UV LEDs on both linear and logarithm scales. The LED has a low turn-on voltage of ~5 V and a series resistance of 32 \(\Omega\), as indicated by the
slope of the I-V curve after the LED turn-on. This is attributed to the high hole concentration of the AlGaN layers and the formation of a TiN contact layer as shown in Fig. 4(d). The device also shows good diode characteristics with a negligible leakage current, as depicted in the inset of Fig. 5(a). Fig. 5(b) shows the light output power-current characteristics and the relative external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the LED measured under direct current (DC) injection. The inset shows the image of the illuminated UV LED. In the continuous-wave mode, the light output power was 12.9 µW when operating at 170 mA injection current and ~10 V forward bias voltage. The LED does not show an efficiency droop due to the increased hole concentration and better heat dissipation in our platform. The RT electroluminescence (EL) spectra of the LEDs as the injection currents increased are shown in Fig. 5(c). We achieved a peak emission wavelength at ~335 nm with a negligible blueshift in the current injection range of 20 - 150 mA due to the reduced strain-induced polarization field as shown in Fig. S7(c). No additional peak from the other layers was observed, which indicated reduced carrier leakage in the presence of efficient p-type doping while maintaining crystal quality. We further measured the junction heating of the UV LEDs based on the relative downshift of the AlGaN $E_\text{g}(\text{high})$ phonon Raman peak of the LEDs under the current injection with respect to the peak position at zero current (Fig. S8, Supporting Information). As shown in Fig. 5(d), the LED showed insignificant junction heating across the full injection range, and the peak shift was within the resolution of the Raman system. This can be attributed to the absence of a barrier for the carriers and the low resistivity of the p-type AlGaN layers. We believe that the performance of these devices can be further improved by optimizing the growth parameters and the active layer design.

Fig. 5 (a) The measured I-V characteristics of the 500 × 500 µm LED; the inset shows the semi-log scale of the I-V characteristics. (b) The light output power and relative EQE of the UV LEDs versus the injected current, the inset shows the optical microscope image of the illuminated LED. (c) The EL spectra of the LED for injection currents from 20 - 150 mA. (d) $E_\text{g}(\text{high})$ peak position and current observed at different bias levels for the UV LED. The inset shows the setup for bias-dependent Raman measurement.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have achieved a significantly improved Mg incorporation and hole concentration using the low growth temperature, optimized Mg doping condition, and high crystal quality nanowires. For the first time, we quantify the hole concentration of AlGaN nanowires using PEC methods and measure a hole concentration up to $1.3 \times 10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$. Furthermore, AlGaN-based UV LEDs with low turn-on voltage emitting at ~335 nm are designed with the knowledge of the hole concentration. The LEDs on Mo platform also helps to obtain low self-heating of the device. It is noteworthy that the quantified doping of AlGaN nanowires across the entire composition range could be achieved by tuning the growth parameters, the strategy can be extended to other material systems. The success of applying PEC methods to devices design paves the way towards practical applications of nanowires. Improved performance and new applications for nanoscale devices based on wide-bandgap materials can be envisioned.
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Photoelectrochemical methods are implemented to quantify the hole concentration in AlGaN nanowires, calibrate doping conditions, and design ultraviolet light-emitting diodes.